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Abstract: The use of soft micro robotics as drug carriers is a rapidly developing field. Recently, bundles of sperm cells
have been suggested as a candidate for micro robots to be used in targeted medicine. In this research a model is discussed that
is capable of modeling the actuation bundles of magnetized sperm cells. It is shown that as the number of flagella increase, the
velocity increases asymptotically. variables such as the rigidity of the tail, the phase difference, the frequency and strength of
the magnetic field, influence the amount force that is produced by each tail, which in turn influences the velocity and trajectory
of the bundle. It is shown that while more tails beating in phase cause a larger force normal to the travel direction of the
bundle, that these forces do not substantially decrease the linearity of the bundles travel path. Interactions between tails do
not substantially change the overall deformation of each tail.

soft microrobotics, flagella movement - Bachelor Biomedical Engineering, University of Twente, The Netherlands.

1 Introduction

Anti-cancer drugs are used in the treatment of cancer. In
classical medicine these drugs are administered either intra-
venously or in pill form [1]. This method is often a systemic
treatment, where healthy cells are also affected by the anti-
cancer drug, causing unwanted side-effects. The concentra-
tion of the drug also needs to be higher as the entire body
needs to have enough of the drug to form an effective dosage.
Nowadays some treatments use nanoparticles (NP) as a form of
targeted medicine. These particles encapsulate the drug, and
then might cluster together at the site of the tumor, where they
can release the drug over time. This has the advantage that
other tissues are much less affected by the drug, making longer
treatments possible. Because it is targeted, the concentrations
can also be lower. However there are also problems with NP.
Firstly, they are sometimes attacked by the immune system.
While there are methods to remedy this, like PEGylation, this
causes negative effects on the drug effectiveness. Secondly, the
NP circulates the body randomly [2], and only accumulates at
the tumor site because the angiogenesis often leaves big holes
in the vessel walls. However with some types of cancer these
holes in the blood vessels might not be present, which makes
NP treatment less effective.

1.1 sperm cells as drug carriers

The solution for these problems can be found in using sperm
cells instead of NP as a drug delivery system. In theory sperm
cells are less likely to be attacked by the immune system. The
sperm cells used in this research are bovine cells, and as such
the response expected by the immune system might be similar
to that found in the region of a xenograft, however this has
not been researched. Secondly, they are capable of movement
with the help of a flagellum [3], making it possible to control
their journey through the body, ensuring their presence at the
tumor site. Experiments using magnetized single sperm cells
have shown that actuation is possible [4]. They are magne-
tized by adhering magnetic particles to their surface. These
sperm cells can then be controlled via magnetic forces, and are
able to move a variety of directions using these forces. How-
ever single cells sperm cells have only a limited drug carrying
capacity. They are also small, meaning that they are hard to
track via medical imaging, as the resolutions of these machines
are larger than the size of a single sperm cell.

1.2 research goals

Research into utilizing bundles of sperm cells will be done be-
cause of the aforementioned reasons. A bundle is defined as a
group of multiple sperm cells, connected to each other by elec-
trostatic forces , either magnetically, or via forces caused by
the zeta potential. These bundles are promising as they are ca-
pable of carrying higher doses of medicine compared to a single

cell. Furthermore their larger size means that more magnetic
particles can be adhered to their surface. This will result in
a stronger torque, which combined with the larger amount of
flagella cause i higher propulsive force. The research questions
will then be formulated as follows:

• Does bundling of magnetized sperm cells improve their
abilities to be actuated?

• What is the net propulsive force of the multiple flagella?

• Does bundling of sperm cells and their multiple flagella
improve their swimming speed?

• What is the relation between swimming speed and the
number of flagella?

The hypotheses are:

• Because the larger cluster allows the addition of larger
cumulative volume of magnetic materials the resulting
torque will be higher. With addition of the larger
amount of flagella present in the bundle the resulting
force that propels the bundle forward will be higher.
However each head and tail will also increase the drag
on the bundle. Because each tail progressively produces
less thrust relative to the total thrust and each head in-
creases the drag a maximum velocity of the bundle will
be found.

The goals of the research are:

• To produce a mathematical model for the propulsion of
sperm cell bundles.

2 Sperm cell bundles

Sperm cells are motile cells that are part of the reproductive
system of mammal. They are eukaryotic and are responsible
for transporting genetic material during reproduction. They
are able to fertilize egg cells. The natural transportation ca-
pacity of these cells make them useful in targeted medicine. to
model a sperm cell, its characteristics must be known.

2.1 geometric characteristics

A sperm cell consists of 3 parts [5], The head, the mid piece,
and the tail. These parts all have different characteristics and
purposes.

2.1.1 parameters of the head

The head of a sperm cell is an oval shaped disk like object,
see figure 1-B. It contains genetic material in its nucleus and
organelles like mitochondria. In motile sperm cells it has the
capacity to pierce the membrane of a ovum. For this research
the only point of interest is however its shape and size, as this
decides the drag forces that are produced. The NP that are
present on the head change its shape and thus the drag forces,
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but because they are very unpredictable in shape, size and
nature, their presence will only be modeled by increasing the
mayor or minor diameter of the oval head shape. the length of
the head is about 11 µm [5] with its width being 6 µm.

2.1.2 parameters the tail, with flagellum and mid
piece

The tail of a sperm cell consists the flagellum, and the mid
piece. in motile cells the flagellum uses motor units to produce
a sinusoidal movement near surfaces, or a screw like movement
in a fluid with the mid piece containing mitochondria. How-
ever as the sperm cell is dead and actuated at the head this
mid piece will function as another part of the tail. The length
of the tail is between 60 and 70 µm [5] [4] long. the tail radius
is 0.2 µm. The differences in thickness between the tail and
the mid piece are not accounted for in the model. The flexural

rigidity of the tail is κ ≈ 1 · 10−20 Nm2 [6].

2.2 Bundling of the cells

To create bundles of sperm cells, motile cells must be immersed
into a fluid with a high viscosity. During movement the sperm
cells will groups in method as seen in figure. After the cells
die the bundled heads will be coated in NP. this results in
magnetically actuatable bundles of sperm cells. The nanopar-
ticles used for this coating are Fe2O3 particles. These are rice
shaped particles that adhere to the surface of the cell and to
each other. In figure 1 -A they are visible as the jagged gran-
ules present on the surface of the otherwise smoothly curved
cell. The assumption is made that all these particles are dis-
tributed uniformly over the head of the bundle, and that they
are not present anywhere else on the cell.

Figure 1: A figure showing an image of a bundled sperm cell and a SEM image of the head of a sperm cell (A) An
microscopic image of a motile bundle of 3 sperm cells. The heads are stacked normal to the page, as only one head
shape is visible. the multiple flagella are all out of phase with each other. (B)A scanning electron microscope image
of the head of a bovine sperm cell and a part of the midpiece. The granules seen at the proximal and distal ends of
the head are iron nanoparticles.

3 Actuation of the flagella

The to model the movement of a bundle, it must first be under-
stood how the flagellum moves, how this causes certain forces
and velocities, and what effects this movement has on its sur-
roundings.

3.1 flagellum movement

The movement, or displacement, of a flagellum can differ de-
pending on the method of actuation. In motile sperm cells
motor units along the length of the flagellum contract and ex-
tend to form a corkscrew like motion through a medium. In
areas close to a surface this 3d movement instead approximates
a 2d sinusoidal traversing wave movement [3]. However when
looking at the dead sperm cells that have been magnetized in
the manner as described in section 2.2, the displacement of the
tail takes on an entirely different shape.

3.1.1 Magnetic actuation

When a bundle is in a magnetic field and it is not aligned to
that field the particles on the head produce a moment on the
head. This moment causes a rotation of the of the head until
it aligns in a state where the magnetic moment is equal to the
drag moment on the head. This movement induces a traveling
wave along the tail, where the elastic and drag forces try to
find a state where they are equivalent. By constantly chang-
ing the angle of this magnetic field there will constantly be a
moment on the head. This moment will then cause the tail
to move constantly, resulting in a traveling wave being pro-
duced along the tail, as seen in figure 2. This movement can
be separated into two distinct parts: the power stroke, and the
recovery stroke. The power stroke is defined as a movement of
the tail in the direction of the center line, while the recovery
stroke is a movement away from the center line.
Various parameters such as length, frequency and amplitude
affect the resulting shape, which can vary from a rigid line
with a changing angle, to a dampened propagating waveform.
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The displacement of a flagellum interacts with its surrounding
fluid. For a single flagellum this interaction is manifested as
the dampening of the propagated wave.

Figure 2: Three time frames of a sperm cell that gets
magnetically actuated. In A, there is magnetic moment
induced on the head of the magnetized sperm cell, result-
ing in rotation of the head, and thus a displacement of
the tail, as shown in B. In B there the magnetic field has
changed and the moment is now in the other direction,
resulting in situation C.

3.1.2 interflagellar interactions

The velocities on the fluid caused by one flagellum cause added
displacement to be present on a secondary flagellum, and vise
versa. This interaction is known as a ’coupling’ of the flagella
[7]. It has been shown that this coupling causes the flagella
of motile cells to beat in sync, even if there is an initial phase
difference. Furthermore it is possible that a process known
as a ’slip’ occurs. A slip is where the repetitive beating of
two synced flagella get interrupted. One flagellum continues
its normal beat pattern, while the other seems to suddenly
change to a higher frequency, before it returns to a patterns
similar to the one it had previously.

It is then logical that a model must be made that accounts
for the interactions above, and which is capable of accounting
for different values of constants such as frequency, amplitude,
and phase. The output of the model must be shown as a dis-
placement of the tail over time, an average force, an average
velocity, and/or a trajectory and travel path of the cells over
time.

3.2 velocity of the bundle

The model must be capable of showing the velocity of the
sperm cell. There are multiple methods of expressing this ve-
locity. The methods that will be discussed and calculated for
the particle trajectory are [8]:

• Straight line velocity (VSL), an average velocity calcu-
lated along a straight line from the start until the end
position.

• Curvilinear velocity (VCL), the average of the different
velocities of all time steps.

• linearity: a percentage showing the curve of travelpath,
with 100% being a completely straight line. Calculated
with LIN = V CL

V SL
· 100. The linearity of the velocity is

a quantifiable method of measuring actuatability.

Each of these velocities can be used to tell something about
the actuatability of the flagellum.

4 Mathematical model

Based upon the requirements set out in the previous chapter, a
mathematical model is made that simulates the displacement
and the interactions, as described in the previous chapter. A
bundle of magnetized sperm cells is a soft micro robot, as such
it has a very small size and a very slow speed. This means that
the Reynolds number,Re = ρvl

µ
in this fluid is very low. This

means that the inertial forces are negligible, so to calculate the
force and velocity the following equation can be used [4]:

ξv − f = 0, (1)

where v is velocity, f is force and ξ is drag. For this equation
to function we must first describe the way in which the tail
moves, or its displacement

4.1 Displacement of the flagella

to initiate propagation along the tail as seen in figure 2 the
deformation of the tail is governed by a balance of elastic and
drag forces. [4]:

κi
∂4φi(∂

4φi, t)

∂s4
= ξ⊥,i

∂φi(∂
4φi, t)

∂t
with i=1,2,..N, (2)

where N is the number of flagella in the bundle. It is assumed
that each flagella might have a different normal drag and elas-
ticity. Equation 2 describes the displacement of tail as a a set
of tangent angles between segments of the tail. The angle is in
relation to a horizontal e1 vector, which is aligned to the local
y axis of the head, see figure 4-A. The tail is separated into a
set of segments where ∆s = lt

n
, where lt is the length of the

tail, and n the number of segments.

The boundary conditions of a tail with length lt under in-
fluence of an oscillating magnetic field are described as follows
[9]:

1. the connection point between the head and the bundle
does not change, as such. φ(0, t) = 0.

2. The first segment had an oscillation with respect to the
head, as shown in 2. As such: ∂φ(0,t)

∂s
= Bsin(ωt+ ∆φ)

where, B is a function of magnetic field strength, ω the
frequency of the magnetic field, and ∆φ is any phase
shift.

3. The end of the tail is free and thus has no moments:
∂2φ(lt,t)

∂s2
= 0.

4. The end of the tail is free and thus has no forces:
∂3φ(lt,t)

∂s3
= 0.

For simplicity, the initial condition is φ(s, 0) = 0 in reality this
might not be the case, and the tail might have an initial cur-
vature.
To solve equation 2 with these initial and boundary conditions
a discrete solution method known as finite difference method
can be utilized.

4.1.1 Finite difference discretization method

The finite difference method is a way to approximate the solu-
tion of a differential equation. It does this by finding the solu-
tion for points in the current time step by looking at points
in the previous time-step. There are three different meth-
ods to solve a time dependent 1D differential equation [10].
Explicit(also known as forward), implicit(also known as back-
ward), and the Crank Nicholson method. The explicit method
uses the results of multiple points in the previous time step,
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to find one point in the current time-step, this method is the
fastest, but the most prone to instability. The implicit method
utilizes one point in the previous time step to find the multiple
points in the current time step, this is slower, but less likely
to be unstable. Crank Nicholson use multiple previous points
in the previous time step to find multiple points in the current
time step, this makes it the computationally the slowest, but
also not likely to be unstable.
for this model the implicit method was used. This method is
more stable compared to the explicit method, while not being
too computationally intensive. It was also the method with
the clearest methodology [11].

4.1.2 fourth order time dependent finite differ-
ence

A time step and a space step need to be defined for the func-
tion. ∆s is the space step and defines the amount of distance
between each calculated point so that n∆s = lt where n is the
number of tail segments. ∆t is the amount of time between
each measurement interval, so that m∆t = ts where m is the
number of measurements, and ts is the simulation time.
Equation 2 consists of derivatives with respect to space, and
time. The spatial derivative is discretized as follows:

∂4φ(s, t)

∂s4
≈ 1

∆s4

(φ(s+ 2∆s, t)− 4φ(s+ ∆s, t)+

6φ(s, t)− 4φ(s−∆s, t) + φ(s− 2∆s, t)). (3)

With the temporal derivative as the following:

∂φ(s, t)

∂t
≈ ξ⊥

κ

φ(s, t)− φ(s, t−∆t)

∆t
. (4)

As stated previously, the implicit method is used, which
means that all current time steps will be unknown, while the
previous time step is a known φ value.
For clarity φ(s, t − ∆t) = φi,t−1, φ(s, t) = φi, and φ(s ±
A∆x, t) = φi±A for A = 1, 2, with i = 1, 2, ..., n, which are
the discrete segments of the tail in the x axis. The equation
then used for an arbitrary segment of the tail is:

φi+2 − 4φi+1 + (6− ξ⊥∆x4

κ∆t
)φi − 4φi−1 + φi−2 = −ξ⊥∆x4

κ∆t
φi,t−1.

(5)

Note that φt−1 is a known value. The boundary conditions can
be found in a similar manner. The previous succinct method

will be used for these boundary conditions as well:

φ(0, t) ≈ φ1 = 0, (6)

∂φ(0, t)

∂s
≈ −φ1 + φ2 = Bsin(ωt+ ∆φ), (7)

∂2φ(lt, t)

∂s2
≈ φn+2 − 2φn+1 + φn = 0, (8)

∂3φ(lt, t)

∂s3
≈ φn+2 − 3φn+1 + 3φn − φn−1 = 0, (9)

The initial condition is φ(s, t) ≈ φ1, φ2, ...φn = 0.

4.1.3 Matrix calculation

To solve the above equations for a large set of y in a single time
step, a matrix can be used. For set φ1, φ2, ...φn with functions
5-9 the following matrix is constructed:



1 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
−1 1 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
1 −4 F −4 1 0 · · · 0
0 1 −4 F −4 1 · · · 0
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
0 · · · 1 −4 F −4 1 0
0 · · · 0 1 −4 F −4 1
0 · · · 0 0 −1 3 −3 1
0 · · · 0 0 0 1 −2 1





φ1

φ2

φ3

φ4

...
φn−1

φn
φn+1

φn+2


=



0
Bsin(ωt+ ∆φ)

Gφ3,t−1

Gφ4,t−1

...
Gφn−1,t−1

Gφn,t−1

0
0


,

(10)

Where F = 6− ξ⊥∆s4

κ∆t
and G = − ξ⊥∆s4

κ∆t
. This matrix equa-

tion has the shape CY = S and can be solved as Y = C−1S.

Solving this for n = 20 tail segments results in figure 3-A.
To relate these angles to a tail in a physical setting, the length
of each segment needs to be calculated, in the x and y di-
rections, and then each each of these values can be added
the values that were calculated for previous segments. So the
vector coordinates for point i along the tail is calculated as
follows:

r(si, t) =

(
x(si, t)
y(si, t)

)
=

(∑s1
j=0 ∆s cos(φ(sj , t))∑s1
j=0 ∆s sin(φ(sj , t))

)
. (11)

This equation gives the displacement of the tail over time, with
respect to x and y. In figure 3-B the displacement of one tail
is shown with respect to time. It is seen that the tail curves
as it moves up and down, as the last part cant catch up to
the desired angle. It is seen that the largest displacement with
respect to the y axis is ±31 µm.

Figure 3: A figure showing the angles and the corresponding deformation for n = 20, B = 1, and f = 3hz.
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4.1.4 Resistive force theory

The resistive force theory can be applied to the displacement
as it is seen in figure 3 to acquire the forces that are produced
by the tail. The resistive force theory is a method developed
by the Gray and Hancock [12] to describe the interactions be-
tween the fluid and the tail, and the forces that arise from this.
It requires a velocity of a point on the tail in the tangential
and normal direction to calculate the produced force with the
drag forces at that part of the tail. In figure 4 the method of
deriving the force from a velocity of a segment (si) is shown.
First, the total velocity (v) is decomposed into its tangential
(v‖) and normal parts (v⊥). Then these are multiplied with
the tangential drag (ξ‖) and the normal drag (ξ⊥) respectively
to get a normal and tangential force. With these forces the
total force vector can be constructed.

Figure 4: in A point ri on the tail of a sperm cell is
shown, with its velocity (v), both total and decomposed
into its normal (v⊥) and tangential (v‖) component. The
frame of reference used by equation 2 is shown as the or-
thogonal x and y axis. In B it is shown that for the same
point the total force (F) of the tail can be constructed
by multiplying the velocity vectors with the tangential
drag(ξ‖) and the normal drag(ξ⊥).

To apply this theory to any r(s, t) function, the velocity
of the points in that function must first be derived. The
velocity of any point, is its derivative with respect to time,
v(s, t) = ∂r(s,t)

∂t
= ṙ(s, t). This velocity then be decomposed

into its tangential and normal components. The tangent of any
point, is its derivative with respect to space, T(s, t) = ∂r(s,t)

∂r
.

The tangential velocity can be calculated by projecting the the
velocity vector along the tangent vector:

T̂(s, t) =
T(s, t)

||T(s, t)|| ,

cos(θ) =
v(s, t) · T̂(s, t)

||v(s, t)|| ||T(s, t)|| ,

v‖(s, t) = ||v(s, t)||cos(θ)T̂(s, t). (12)

from equation 12 and v(s, t), using the vector loop theory the
vector for the normal velocity can also be found:

v⊥(s, t) = v(s, t)− v‖(s, t) (13)

These two equations result in the necessary vectors to find the
force in the tangential and normal directions, and thus the
resultant force per unit length is given by:

δF = δF‖ + δF⊥ = v‖(s, t)ξ‖ + v⊥(s, t)ξ⊥ (14)

This force is a vector with an x and y component. ξ‖ =
2πµ

log(tl/tr)−0.807
and ξ⊥ = 4πµ

log(tl/tr)+0.193
[13] are the tangen-

tial and normal drag. The magnitude of this force, ||F ||, can
be used to calculate the swimming speed of the (bundle of)
sperm cell(s). The forces produced by the tail are shown in
figure 5.

Figure 5: A plot showing the displacement at 4 separate time intervals. The force vectors are shown on the tail;
these vectors are normal to the tail and are pointed in the direction of the flagella movement.In the left figure the
magnitude of the forces are related shown over time, for each segment. It is seen the forces are largest at the distal
end of the bundle.
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It can be seen that the the force vectors are roughly nor-
mal to the tail at each point. The plot also shows that the
magnitude of the vectors increases the further along the tail
the forces are. The maximum force that is produced by the
tail at any single time instant is δ||F|| = 2.5 · 10−7n/m. The
direction of the forces is also the direction of movement of the
tail section, as such they are the forces of the tail onto the
fluid, rather than the forces of the fluid on the tail, which are
opposite but equal.

4.2 Interflagellar interactions

As the force at a point has been derived using RFT, interflag-
ellar interactions can be applied. These interactions are based
on the forces calculated by the RFT. The method that will be
used for this is regularized stokeslets.

4.2.1 Regularized stokeslets

To model the interflagellar coupling a method must be used
that can calculate the effects of one tail on the other. This in-
teraction can be modeled with the help of regularized stokeslets
[14]. The method of regularized stokeslets works as follows: for
any observer point X in R2, all segments of the tail, known as
stokeslets with position Xk, produce a force fk that is present
in X. The velocity at the observer point (u(X)) is inversely
proportional to the between X and Xk. For X that are far
away from the force producing points the following function is
used:

u(X) =

n∑
k=1

−fk
4πµ

ln(rk) + (fk · (X−Xk))
X−Xk

4πµr2
k

, (15)

with rk = ||X −Xk||. This works well where X differs signif-
icantly from Xk, However as X − Xk → 0, u(X) → ∞. To
overcome this singularity R. Cortez developed the response as
a spread out function:

u(X) =

n∑
k=1

−fk
4πµ

(ln(ψ + ε)− ε(ψ + 2ε)

(ψ + ε)ψ
)+

(fk · (X−Xk))(X−Xk)
ε(ψ + 2ε)

(ψ + ε)ψ
, (16)

with ψ =
√
r2
k + ε2 and where ε = 0.25(2tr) is a constant which

regularizes the velocity so that the singularity is avoided.

The regularized stokeslets function can be implemented into
the flexible beam deformation equation to get a new func-
tion for flagellar deformation with coupling. This is done by
adding the u(X) term in the equation as follows. First the
fluid velocity in the must be calculated using function 16 where
X(s, t) = ra(s, t) for the affected tail and Xk(s, t) = re(s, t)
with fk = δF(k, t) for the effecting tail. The result of this
equation is then a set u(X) velocities:

u(X) =

(
ux(s, t)
uy(s, t)

)
.

These velocities can be added to function 2 creating a new
function which accounts for the flagella deformation caused by
the interactions. As function 2 works by equating forces per
unit lengths the velocities u(X) must first be turned into a
force.To acount for forces in both directions u(X) will be sep-
arated into its component parts.Then, using stokes flow these
forces are defined asξ‖ux and ξ⊥uy. When this is added to the
equation the following is seen:

ξ⊥
κ

(
∂(φ(s, t)

∂t
+ uy(s, t)) +

ξ‖
κ
ux(s, t) =

∂4φ(s, t)

∂s4
, (17)

which can then be discretized using FD, in a manner similar
to 5 to the function:

φi+2 − 4φi+1 + (6− ξ⊥∆s4

κ∆t
)φi − 4φi−1 + φi−2 =

− ξ⊥∆s4

κ∆t
φi,t−1 +

ξ⊥∆s4

κ
uy(s, t) +

ξ‖∆s
4

κ
ux(s, t). (18)

The initial condition that gets added is then ux(s, 0) = 0 and
uy(s, 0) = 0, with each following value being calculated using
equation 16 as described previously. In figure 6 the entire pro-
cess for two coupled tails for one time step is shown as a visual
model.

Figure 6: A visual model of the coupling of the flagella.

To show the effects of the flagella coupling, a situation will
be modeled where one tail is oscillating, and one tail is not
actuated. This situation is seen in figure 7.

Figure 7: A figure showing the average Uy that tail one
(solid) produces on tail two (dashed). It is seen that as the
tails move closer together, that the strength of the inter-
actions is the highest, while when the tails are far apart,
and when tail 1 does not move, that the interactions are
low.

It is seen that when tails are close together, that the uy
is the highest, while when they are far apart, the uy is lower.
When the tails are not moving, the uy is zero. The dashed
tail in figure 7 is being displaced with a maximum mean dis-
placement of y ≈ 7.2 · 10−10m at t ≈ 2.3s, however this is so
low that it is not visible in the figure. The displacement of
the tail caused by interactions is also of a different shape when
compared to the deformation that occurs thanks to oscillation.
It is shaped like a bent beam, having a constantly increasing
tangent, with its maximum deformation at the distal end of
tail.
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4.3 Swimming speed and velocity

To calculate the swimming velocity, the equation 1 is used.
For this the drag of the head and the total force propelling
the bundle must be calculated. The head is assumed to be an
oval, which is roughly similar to the shape seen in figure 1.
The drag caused by the head, in the swimming direction can
then be defined as the following [15]:

Ch = 6aπC1, (19)

ChM = 8a(Nb)2πµC2, (20)

where C1 and C2 are the the following constants:

C1 =
8

3

e3

−2e+ (1 + e2)ln( 1+e
1−e )

, (21)

C2 =
4

3

2− e2

1− e2

e3

−2e+ (1 + e2)ln( 1+e
1−e )

, (22)

with

e =

√
1− Nb2

a2
, (23)

where a, b are the length and width of the head respectively.
For a bundle of sperm cells it is assumed that as the number
of sperm cells in the bundle, N, increases, they align along the
minor axis. This means that as the b term is substituted with
Nb. The swimming speed can be calculated by first taking the
Riemann sum of all forces caused by each point for tail 1, 2,
..., N.

Ftotal,N =

n∑
i=1

||fi,N||∆x. (24)

Combining the equations 1, 19 and 24, the speed of be calcu-
lated as follows:

V =

∑N
i=1 Ftotal,i

Ch
, (25)

where Ch is equation 19. Plotting this for N=1:10 the following
figure:

Figure 8: A figure showing the total velocity V and total
force Ftotal parameters of a set of bundles, with increasing
numbers of flagella from 1 to 10 B = 1, f = 1.(A) shows
the velocity of each bundle in blue, with the velocity differ-
ence of the bundles being shown in red. It is seen that the
velocity difference decreases as more tails get added.(B)
shows the total force of the bundle in blue, with the force
difference being shown in red.

This figure shows the total force produced by the bundle,
and the additional force that is produced by each additional

flagellum.

The model also makes it possible to track the forces pro-
duced in the x and y direction separately. These forces can
then independently get turned into a velocity for their respec-
tive directions of travel using the Riemann sum of the forces,
and function 1:

Fx(t) =

n∑
i=1

fx(si, t)∆s, (26)

Fy(t) =

n∑
i=1

fy(si, t)∆s, (27)

(28)

where δF = (fx(si, t), fy(si, t)) from equation 14.
It is assumed that the forces are placed in orthogonal directions
at the end of the head. These forces are balanced with two in-
stances of equation 1 depending on the velocity direction. This
results in the following free body diagram:

Figure 9: The free body diagram of the head of the bun-
dle, showing the propulsive forces in blue, and the drag
forces in orange.

To calculate the velocities vx and ω the following was done:

ω(t) =
Fy(t)(0.5a− Cm(N))

ChM
, (29)

vxloc(t) =
Fx(t)

Ch
. (30)

The vx velocity propels the cell forward relative to the local
frame of the head, while the angular velocity ω rotates this
frame. Cm is the center of mass, which is a point between the
center of the head and the point of the forces.

4.3.1 Center of mass

The center of mass is calculated with [16]:

Cm(N) =
mh(N) + (1 + 0.5a+ tl/2)mt(N)

mh(N) +mt(N)
− 1, (31)

where mh(N) = mhw(N) + mhi(N) is the mass of the head,
and mt is the mass of the tail. The head is assumed to
be a spheroid with the density of waterρwater = 997kg/m3,
mhw(N) = 4

3
abNcρwater, with c being the depth of the head.

In figure 1 it is seen that there is a clump of iron particles vis-
ible, this clump will be assumed to be spread out evenly over
the entire head,about a quarter of the volume of the head. The
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mass of iron particles(ρiron = 5250kg/m3 [17]) on the head will
then be mhw(N) = (ρiron

4
3
aNbc)/4. The tail is assumed to be

cylindrical with a density of water, mt(N) = Nt2rπtlρwater.

To calculate velocities of the head in the x and y directions
in the global frame, v = (vxloc, 0) must be rotated by the
calculated angle of the head. The angle can be calculated as
θ(t) =

∑t
i=1 ω∆t. A rotation matrix can be used to calculate

the components of v in the global frame:(
cos(θ) −sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

)(
vxloc

0

)
=

(
vx
vy

)
, (32)

where the angle between the global frame and the frame of the
head θ is:

θ =

t∑
ti=0

ω(ti)∆t. (33)

With the velocities vx and vy a Cartesian position of the cell
can be calculated:

Xcell(t) =

t∑
ti=0

vx(ti)∆t, (34)

Ycell(t) =

t∑
ti=0

vy(ti)∆t. (35)

Using these values a position and travel direction plot of the
cell can be made. This travel distance can then be used for the

calculation of VSL, VCL and LIN as follows:

V SL =
√
Xcell(sl)2 + Ycell(sl)2/sl, (36)

V CL =
1

m

sl∑
ti=0

√
vx(ti)2 + vy(ti)2, (37)

LIN =
V SL

V CL
× 100%. (38)

When a simulation is run for 1 tail over 5 seconds figure 10
is seen. This figure shows that the tail has a trajectory which
has ’barbed’ or jagged pattern. This is caused by the combina-
tion of the positive and negative vxloc which causes a forward
and backward movement, combined with varying ω(t), which
causes the curvatures in each of those forward and backward
movements. It is seen that the overall travel direction of the
bundle is in the positive x direction, which is what was desired.
in figure 11 a simulation was run which was identical to the
simulation in figure 8 with the exception of the addition of the
directional velocities. Here it is seen that the shape and of
VSL and VCL are very similar. This is the case because the
rotational velocities are very small aside from the significant
scale differences, and as such no large deviations in the lin-
earity occur. In cases where the head is substantially smaller,
or heavier, the angular velocity might increase, which then in
turn, more strongly changes the differences between the VSL
and VCL.

Figure 10: A figure showing the results of a 5 second long simulation of the trajectory of a sperm cell with f = 1,
B = 1. (A) Shows the angular velocity of the bundle over time, (B) shows the velocity in the global x direction.
(C) shows the velocity in the global y direction. (D) shows the path of travel of the bundle, with the position and
orientation of the bundle at the final time step. The dotted line is the path of travel, with the yellow line being the
tail.
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Figure 11: a figure showing the velocity and force parameters of a set of bundles, with increasing numbers of flagella
from 1 to 10 B = 1, f = 1. (A) Shows the straight line velocity, or the velocity if the bundle traveled along a straight
path from its starting point to its end point (B) shows its curvilinear velocity, which is the average of the instantaneous
velocity at each time step. (C) shows the linearity of the difference between the VSL and VCL, and is a parameter
of the straightness of the travelpath. (D) shows the forces that the flagella produces in the X and Y directions, with
respect to the local frame.

5 Effects of different constants

Various previously stated parameters impact the movement of
the bundle through a medium and the effects of differences
between these parameters will be discussed. The parameters
that will be varied are: displacement, strength of the magnetic
field, frequency, phase, elasticity, and tail length. These effects
will be shown on a bundle with two flagella. The base scenario
being a bundle with two identical tails as seen in figure 11, with
V SL = 7.2 · 10−7 m/s, V CL = 2.0 · 10−5 m/s and LIN = 3.6.

5.1 Effect of magnetic field strength

The magnetic field strength is responsible for the amplitude
of the traveling wave. In experimental conditions this is re-
sponsible for the alignment of magnetic particles along field
lines. The strength will decide the magnetic moment on the
particle, and thus how fast and how closely it follows the field
line. When the field is sufficiently strong the tail will then
align completely with the field, otherwise it will merely align
in such a way that the moments caused by the drag and elastic-
ity will cancel each other. In the model, figure 13-A a similar
response is visible, where as the field strength increases, so
does the displacement of the tail. these larger displacements
cause a longer beat and recovery stroke and as such they are
responsible for a higher bundle velocity. When one tail is has
A = 0.5 and another A = 1 the velocity of the bundle will be:
V SL = 4.7 · 10−7 m/s, V CL = 1.3 · 10−5 m/s and LIN = 3.7.
It can be seen that the a weaker magnetic field results in a
lower force, resulting in a smaller VCL. The VSL is therefore
also lower, with the LIN barely changing.

In experimental settings it the magnetic field strength for
all tails within one bundle will be the same. The differences
will lie between two bundles, as each increase in size increases
the amount of magnetic particles and thus the magnetic mo-
ment. However this is not accounted for in the model as the
variable A is dimensionless, and thus has no direct link to a

certain Tesla magnetic field strength.

5.2 Frequency difference between tails

The frequency of the magnetic field is responsible for the time
variation of the moment that is present on the head of the
bundle. When there is a low frequency, the tail has time to
fully extend, causing a nice full beat pattern. It is seen that
the deformation of the tail is always the highest at the distal
end of the tail, furthermore it is seen that the deformation is
relatively large. When the bundle travels through the fluid it
is seen that there is a lot of traversal movement of bundle, and
a significant part of the movement by the flagellum is caused
by this traversal. When the frequency is higher, the movement
of Tail will show a more curved profile at each timestep of
the wave. This means that the largest amplitude of waveform
might not be at the distal end of the tail. Furthermore it
is seen that the overall deformation of the tail decreases as
the frequency increases. The travel path at higher frequen-
cies reaches a maximum, after which the traveled distance
decreases. In figure 13-C it is visible that the previously de-
scribed effects manifest in the fact that mean amplitude of the
waveform is lower. Furthermore it is visible that, as expected,
the frequency of the waveform increases.

In a situation where multiple tails are present. An identi-
cal frequency will not change the shape of the traveled path,
it will however, increase the traveled distance, as the force in-
creases with the amount of tails, as seen in figure 8. When two
tails are beating at different frequencies, the differences are
noticeable in the trajectory of the flagellum. When a bundle
has 1 flagellum which is beating with f = 10 and one with
f = 1 then, V SL = 1.6 · 10−6 m/s, V CL = 1.2 · 10−5 m/s and
LIN = 13.5. The more linear path results in a higher VSL,
even though the smaller deformation of the second bundle
results in a lower VCL.
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5.3 Phase difference between tails

A difference in phase has no direct effect on the shape of the
tail, as is seen in figure 13-D. A notable exception being the
first wave. When there is a phase difference of 0.5π between
two tails in the same bundle, the following results are seen:
V SL = 5.7·10−7 m/s, V CL = 3.6·10−5 m/s and LIN = 15.7.
This means that a small phase difference increases the straight-
ness of the path of the bundle, thus increasing the VSL and
the LIN.

When two flagella are beating in a completely opposite phase,
yet are otherwise identical, Fy on the head is cumulatively 0.
There are three setups of interest where this occurs. A bundle
with two tails, in opposite phase. A bundle of 4 tails, where
two are in the opposite phase to the first two, and a bundle
of 4 where the phases are equally divided from −π to π. The
resulting velocity figure is then as follows.

Figure 12: A figure showing the straight line velocity,
curvelinear velocity and linearity of three specific bundles.
Bundle 1 has two tails with opposite phases, bundle 2 has
4 tails of opposite phases and bundle 3 has 7 tails each
seperated by a phase of 0.5π.

In figure 12 it can be seen that the velocity of the first

even though two tails move in opposite phase there is still no
perfect linearity. This is caused by the forward and backward
movement, as described earlier. It is seen that by making a
large amount of tails move out of phase with each other in a
balanced manner, that these tails then achieve a high LIN, at
the cost of their VSL and VCL.

5.4 Elasticity difference between two tail

The elasticity of the tail causes more rigid movement of the
tail. This mean that the tail can be longer, and move at a
higher frequency before bending takes place. In the model
it is shown that a more rigid tail causes a faster response to
the second boundary condition 7. When one tail has the elas-
ticity of κ = 10−20 N/m2 and the other κ = 10−21 N/m2

within the same bundle, the following velocity constants are
seen: V SL = 9.0 · 10−7 m/s, V CL = 1.2 · 10−5 m/s and
LIN = 7.8. This means that the tail is slower, but swims in a
more straight line, when one tail is more elastic.In figure 13-B
the resulting mean deformation can be seen. The faster re-
sponse causes the difference in phase, and the increased bend
of the tail causes the lower amplitude.

5.5 Tail length variation

The model in its current configuration is not capable of show-
ing tails of different length on the same bundle. It does show
that when the tail length increases that mean amplitude first
increases, reaching a peak, after which the amplitude decreases.
When the length of both tails in a bundle is doubled (120 µm),
the resultant velocity constants are: V SL = 5.7 · 10−6 m/s,
V CL = 4.3 · 10−5 m/s and LIN = 13.5. This shows an overal
faster and more linearly moving bundle, when compared to a
bundle with tail lengths that are expected of a sperm flagellum

Figure 13: figures showing the mean deformation of each tail over time. (A) a figure showing the difference in
amplitude thanks to a lowering of the magnetic field strength. (B) a figure showing the difference in phase and
amplitude thanks to a lower rigidity. (C) a figure showing a lower amplitude and higher frequency thanks to a higher
frequency. (D) a figure showing a change in phase thanks to a phase difference.
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6 discussion of the numerical
model

The theorized use of magnetized sperm cells as drug carriers
called for research into the bundling of those cells to create
larger and better platforms for drug delivery. This model has
shown that the theorized advantages that these bundles might
have for drug are indeed as promising as they first seemed,
showing an increase in speed, and only small changes in re-
gards to the linearity of their trajectory. However, diminishing
returns occur in regards to the velocity.

6.1 accuracy of the calculated velocities,
compared to literature.

The calculated velocities of a bundle with one tail, seen in fig-
ure 10 show a maximum vx ≈ 24µm/s. A Previous study has
shown that a bacteria can achieve speed up to vx ≈ 50µm/s
[15], which is higher, but it is expected that an magnetically
induced propulsion is lower than a motile cell. propulsion[9].
The order of magnitude is however the same, and as such it
can be stated that the velocities are accurate. The angular
velocity that is calculated is a lot lower than those observed in
[15]. The reason for this might be a combination of the higher
forces produced by the motile flagellum, and a different head
shape.
Previous work by I.S.M. Khalil has shown a measured veloci-
ties of a magnetized sperm cell to be V CL = 24.9±14.4 µm/s
and V SL = 6.3 ± 1.2 µm/s [9]. When these values are com-
pared to those found in figure 11 it can be seen that the values
for the VCL are within correct range, however the VSL values
are off by an order of magnitude. The high velocities both in
the forward and backward directions, as seen in figure 10 are
the reasons for the large discrepancies between the VSL val-
ues. The VSL parameter is also highly dependent on if the
bundle is in a power or recovery stroke, as this significantly
changes the positioning of the endpoint, especially at shorter
time simulations.

6.2 influence of multiple identical tails

The figures 8 and 11 it can be seen that as the amount of flag-
ella increase, so does the total velocity of the bundle. This in-
crease is shown to be asymptotic. As the forces increase with
a constant amount, each additional force is a smaller added
percentage to the total force, as such each force increases the
total velocity less.
In the figure 7 it is visible that there are interactions occurring
between the two tail, however it is also seen that these interac-
tions have no noticeable effect on the deformation of the dashed
flagellum. The reason for this is that the forces caused by the
interactions are simply to small when compared to the forces
that are caused by the elasticity and drag. These small forces
seem accurate, as they do change with respect to an increasing
speed and proximity. The reason for why these forces are small
might have to do with the relatively low forces that a bundle
produces, compared to those produces by life cells. It must
however also be noted that in the video on which figure 1-A is
based, that there are also no notable deformations occurring
thanks to the interactions between different flagella.The ’slip’
that can occur in reality, was also never seen during simula-
tions. The reason for this might be that slip occurs thanks
to the active actuation of the flagellum, rather than hydrody-
namic effects.

6.3 influence of field strength

In the model the magnetic field strength is defined by a di-
mensionless variable B in boundary condition 7. In reality this
boundary has to do with both the magnetic field strength and
the amount of magnetic material on the head, and the torque
produced by functions related to the former 2 constants. An
addition to this model that can thus be made is function where
the magnetic field strength in Tesla can be input as a variable,
for which the function will then calculate an amplitude, in
combination with a previously defined amount of magnetiza-
tion. This magnetization can then be made dependent on the
amount of heads that the bundle has, as more heads means
more magnetic material.

6.4 Influence of frequency

Frequency in the model is the an accurate representation of
the frequency of the magnetic field during experimental con-
ditions. As long as there are enough time steps for the model
to accurately show a flagella beat, there is no limiting factor
the the frequency component.

In theory, when the frequency gets high enough, the tail should
not be able to deform in any meaning full capacity lowering
the forces produced, and thus the velocity. As it is shown that
a higher frequency causes a smaller amplitude of the mean
deformation, it seems that this cutoff frequency is present in
the system, however no simulation has been run to confirm
this.

6.5 Influence of phase difference

In figure 13-D shows that as the the starting phase will influ-
ence the first peak of the function. This happen because the
tail has less time to fully extend upward before it has to go
down again. Thus during the first peak the tail experiences
lag, to which it catches up during the power stroke. After this
oddity, it is seen that the shape of the mean displacement is
identical for both tails, aside from the expected phase differ-
ence.

6.6 Influence of elasticity

The model is not able to show different elasticity’s along the
tail. This must be mentioned because the tail is assumed to
be homogeneous in the model, while it in actuality contains
both the mid piece section and a tail section. As the thickness
of these sections differ, which makes different κ values likely.
The current model also does not allow a simple change to ac-
commodate this variance, and significant changes would need
to be made to include this parameter.

6.7 Influence of tail length

The length of a flagellum is an important characteristic that
decides the overall shape of the deformation. The model in its
current configuration is only capable of showing a set of bun-
dles which each have the same length which could be varied. A
recommended addition to the model would be to reconstruct
the model with length difference between tails in the same bun-
dle in mind. While this might not gain insight for sperm cell
based microrobots, as tails are generally of similar length, it
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might be of interest for the development of artificial soft micro-
robots, where the tail length can de chosen during the design 
process.

7 concluding remarks

The model is capable of showing the velocity and the force of a 
bundle. The model is capable of varying various parameters, in 
such a way that they influence the shape of the deformation. It 
is able to show the relation between the number of tails and and 
the total velocity of the bundle, in various forms. Fur-thermore, 
it is able to show the directions of the force vectors and show the 
angular velocity, the velocity in the x direction, and the velocity 
in the y direction over a time range. It can also show the 
position and orientation of a bundle of flagella. The model is 
capable of showing the effect of multiple tails, and show the 
deformation on a tail that is caused by that interaction. It is 
capable to use this new deformed flagellum to calculate 
velocities and forces.

During the development of the model a minor additional 
method was developed that solves the problem algebraically 
while this is not relevant, as it concerns motile cells it is shown 
in appendix A. the found equation results in the same general 
relation for velocity with respect to number of sperm cells per 
bundle.
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A kinematics of motile cells

a more simplistic approach for solving the problem can be
done by doing the following: During the Resistive Force The-
ory(RFT) derivation of Gray and Hancock [? ] , the assump-
tion of sinusoidal movement of the flagella is made. This is a
nice approximation of movement of live sperm cells, and thus
can also be used for the approximation of the flagellar move-
ment of the bundles. Some assumptions for this approximation
are made. First, each tail has the same sperm number, meaning
that their drag, length and elasticity are the same. In reality
this is of course not the case. Secondly, the head is assumed to
be an oval, which is roughly similar to the shape seen in figure
1. The drag caused by the head, in the swimming direction
can then be defined as the following [15]:

Ch = 6aπC1 (39)

where C1 is the the following constant:

C1 =
8

3

e3

−2e+ (1 + e2)ln( 1+e
1−e )

(40)

with

e =

√
1− b2

a2
(41)

Where a, b are the mayor and minor diameter of the head
respectively. For a bundle of sperm cells it is assumed that
as the number of sperm cells in the bundle, N, increases, they
stack on top of each other in the most stable manner, along the
minor axis. This means that as the b term can be substituted
with the Nb. This only holds as long as Nb > a, otherwise the
shape of head is no longer correct for the drag equation that
is applied.

The velocity of a sperm cell bundle can be calculated with
the following formula:

VxCh =

N∑
i=1

Fi, (42)

where Vx is the velocity in the direction of the head, and N
the number of tails. Because of the earlier assumptions regard-
ing the sperm cell characteristics F1 + ... + FN = NF , which
simplifies the equation. F can be found with the RFT. This
theory states that the drag times velocity is equal to the force a
segment of flagellum produces. For a more detailed description
and application look at section 4.1.4. Adapting the equation
used by Gray and Hancock for force, the following equation
can be used.

NnF = nNCt(VwI − VxJ), (43)

with Ct = − 2πµ

log( d
2λ

)+0.5
, where d is the tail radius, n the

amount of waves on the tail, and µ the viscosity of the fluid.

The I and J components are as follows:

I =
2pi2A2

λ√
1 + 2pi2A2

λ2

, (44)

J = λ
1 + 4pi2A2

λ2√
1 + 2pi2A2

λ2

, (45)

where λ is the wavelength of the tail. Using that vw = λf
and with f the frequency in combination with the previously
described functions, the following final equation for velocity of
the sperm cell can be found:

Vx(N) =
NnλfCtI

Ch + nNCtJ
(46)

When plotting Vx(N) for 1 ≤ N ≤ 10, N ∈ N, the following
relation is seen.

Figure 14: A plot of velocities of a motile cell with
1 ≤ N ≤ 10, N ∈ N. It is seen that as each tail gets
added, the resultant speed increase lessens.

In figure 14 is is seen that the speed increases asymptot-
ically. This can be expected when looking at the shape of
equation 46, which is roughly equal in shape to y = x

1+x
. This

tells us that the tails are the main objects of interest in regards
to the bundling of the sperm cells, and that the increase of the
head size will not severely influence the differences between
the bundles. This algebraic approach, looking at live cells, is
reasonably useful as it gives a nice and relatively clear relation
between the number of sperm cells in the bundle and its speed,
it is no predictor of the experimental results. For that a more
complicated model must be made.
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